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Performance Notes
Technology
Objects
Plastic Plectrum (as thick as you can find)
Paper (thick and wadded up)
Wooden pencil
Drumstick
Metal Disc x 2 (thicker than a quarter, but small enough to fit in hand)
Nylon material (like that used for windbreakers)
Large Towel (to be used at the end of page 2)
Three transducer speakers
Max/MSP patch

Background
shroud; without breathing was written in August of 2015 for the virtuosic Jennifer
Ellis, and is meant to utilize the harp in a nontraditional way. The harp is to
be placed on its side with its back towards the audience, and the performer
sits directly behind the column of the instrument (thus facing the audience).
The low strings are manipulated with a variety of objects, and there are three
small transducer speakers attached to the strings. The provided Max/MSP
sends signals through the speakers, which activate the strings in different ways.

The harp is to be fitted with three small transducer speakers, so as to activate them through the provided Max/MSP patch. Two transducers should be
placed on the low strings (on either side of the area used by the performer), and
the third transducer is placed on the high strings. The recommended transducer is the OrigAudio Rock-It 3.0 Portable Vibration Speaker; not only are these
affordable and easy to use, but they also put out the required amount of amplitude. The Max/MSP patch is designed to send three mono signals; channels 1
and 2 go to the low strings transducers, and the third channel is routed to the
high strings transducer. To check the maximum amplitude of the work, use the
TEST object provided with the patch.
Program Notes
The roots for shroud; without breathing were laid in late summer of 2014, after a
conversation between myself and Jennifer Ellis. The work was originally intended for an all harp+electronics recital being given that fall, but as is sometimes
the case, the work decided to gestate for a much longer than intended period
of time (tongue firmly planted in cheek). The work eventually found its form
as an exploration of two different soundworlds; the sounds of the low strings
being manipulated by various objects, and the sounds that are created through
the use of contact speakers applied directly to the low and high strings. These
two soundscapes intersect each other throughout the work, providing the basic
structure of the composition. The other goal of the work is to use the harp in a
non-idiomatic nature, and to showcase the skill of the intrepid and adventurous
dedicatee.
The title refers to the several volume graphic novel Sandman, written by Neil
Gaiman. Gaiman’s exploration of the worlds of Dream of the Endless are a
major inspiration to me, as are the hallucinogenic cover paintings for each volume by Dave McKee. I wanted to explore the “hidden world” of the harp in
this work, and I thought that the dreamworlds of Gaiman’s creation provided a
fitting touchstone.

Notation
= Move the indicated object in the given direction on the lower strings of the
harp (more than one string). The direction of the arrows indicate the same
direction for the action (for example, in this example the performer moves from
left to right, and then from right to left). The speed is indicated by the relative
size of the arrows to one another; the baseline speed should be relatively deliberate, and then change from there based on the size of the arrow. Brackets on
either side of the arrows are there to indicate phrase structure.

= Hit the low strings with the palm of the hand.

= Mute the strings being played with the palm of the
free hand. Empty circles indicate no muting, while the
filled in circles (half-filled and completely filled) indicates
successively more muting. At the end of the second page,
this muting is achieved with a large towel, folded to
make a muting surface.

= Indicates the intensity of the pressure applied to the
strings with the given object. Completely open = least
pressure, half-filled = medium pressure, completely filled
= most pressure (digging into the wood to create the
most audible dsound)

= Perform a tremolo action on the strings with the object indicated. The intensity of the tremolo is indicated by the amount of “squiggly lines” on the action
line.
= Max patch trigger

